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Pernot Ricard Finland case !
Towards a better functioning company with Compass:!!
!
Pernod Ricard Finland is an affiliate of a global alcohol corporation producing wines and spirits. 
The company that has its main office in Helsinki and production site in Turku had produced good 
figures year after year, and grown even beyond the expectations. The difficult economical situation 
started however to have its impact also on the figures of the beverage company, and in 2014 it was 
facing its first layoffs.!!
The company management noticed soon that these layoffs not only resulted in decreasing 
business numbers, but also in general melancholy of the personnel. In order to solve the situation 
the management decided to act and put out the tender to various consultants in the field. The 
offered proposals and approaches varied a lot, but at the end the management chose unanimously 
to use the solution model of Xpedio.!!
The CEO of Pernod Ricard Finland Tarja Uitti (in the picture) tells about the decision-making 
process: “It was particularly important to us that the facilitator is in charge of the process. We were 
occupied with the operative work and in our organisation everybody is used to work a lot. No-one 
had the time to take the project leadership.!!
 All the employees of the Helsinki office took part in the facilitation process. The project was named 
Compass, because its aim was to guide the company towards a better direction. To lead the 
journey a steering group was established, into which members from all the functions were invited. 
Members of the steering group were called travel guides. !!
 Pernod Ricard Finland had previous experiences of various consultants, and they weren’t only 
positive. “Thinking of it afterwards, part of the consultation projects may have failed partially also 
because not enough resources were allocated, or they weren’t taken well enough until the end”, 
Tarja Uitti tells. Negative experiences of the past consultants threatened to flatten personnel’s 
excitement, but acknowledging this fact helped to avoid the shoal: “We planned with Mirjami a lot 
before hands how to engage everyone in Compass”.!!
Objective of facilitation was to improve the profitability of the business, as well as the personnel 
satisfaction. The project was started by defining the areas that had most challenges. This was 
made with the help of Denison analysis, the results of which surprised. Employees answered the 
survey actively, and based on the results the situation was even worse than the management had 
thought. Customer focus and change management turned out to be the main improvement areas.!!
The problems were recognised and acknowledged, but they were not dug deeper, nor persons to 
blame were searched. Once the problem areas were revealed Xpedio prepared a plan to change 
the direction of the Compass. Naturally discussions regarding the problem areas were held inside 
functions, as well as within the management team, but the future and making things better 
remained as central elements of the development work.!!
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A well-motivated and skilfully led process didn’t cause resistance in the personnel, but strong 
reactions were seen in any case. Compass was launched with a session called Polaris, in which 
emotions were strongly called in play. People were perhaps a little embarrassed by the fact that 
emotions were discussed and shown at work place. Tarja Uitti finds it positive to call emotions in 
play. “Very often misunderstandings and difficulties are related to false expectations and to the fact, 
that we may not understand why something is important to another person”.!!
Compass topics were regularly handled in the company’s sales meetings, but they were never 
forgotten between the meetings either. Compass was present in everything that the company did, 
and the most important task of the travel guides was to maintain the dialogue and the process 
active around it. Often sales meetings were realised in a way that were not common to traditional 
workplace meetings: a good example of this was an African drumming session in which people 
expressed themselves and listened to each other for two hours only through the traditional 
instruments. The end result was music that played beautifully together, and the basis of which was 
listening to each other. That is in fact one of the central learnings from Compass: only by listening 
the other person you can know what she knows and what she needs. “The major part of 
disappointments at workplace is related to not having really listened what the other person wants 
and why she expects from the same thing more than another person”. !!
Denison analysis was carried out around a year after the start of Compass. The results surprised: 
the difference to the situation of one year earlier was astonishingly remarkable. People had learned 
to give feedback to each other. We also prepared cards in which everyone made a promise. The 
most important message of these cards was: ”Don’t assume - ask!”!!
The process gave also birth to concrete reorganisations. Earlier in the company the difficult issues 
were solved only in the management team, which increased the distance between the top 
management and the employees even more. Compass made the company wake up to the fact that 
also middle management needs to be involved in handling challenges. One of central learning has 
been that the briefings given by people are often quite vague. Now we have agreed together that 
briefings must be clear. Also giving positive feedback has been at the core. Compass emphasised 
the importance of communication. “We have always had an atmosphere of open communication, 
but even though you think you communicate enough, you still need to talk and write even more” 
reflects Tarja Uitti.!!
Tarja Uitti tells that she hoped from the facilitator not only active role in leading the project, but also 
a firm touch in guiding herself forward. “Mirjami has kicked me forward gently but firmly”.!!
One and half years after the start of Compass company’s climate has improved clearly and there is 
a positive atmosphere of getting things done. ”The business figures look clearly more positive”, 
Tarja Uitti rejoices. ”This has been an exciting journey to the company management, because 
Mirjami didn’t present an exact roadmap of the project. She however has an excellent selection of 
different methods and her personality convinced us of doing the right choice. When the pain points 
emerged the process was finetuned to the right direction. The only predetermined thing was the 
duration of the project, 1,5 years. Our hunch turned out to be right, because Mirjami showed that 
she has an ability to use methods that engage everyone, even the most silent ones, to participate 
in the process. She also had courage to challenge the management to clear out own operations 
and vision.”!!
“This has been a proficiently planned journey. People have been treated as humans. People were 
open to do things together and they dared to show their own abilities in a new light. The CFO of 
our company reflected that this has also worked as an excellent team-building.”!!
Tarja Uitti has recommended Xpedio’s facilitation process to fellow directors. She is convinced of 
the effectiveness of the process. “The most important thing is to look ahead, and not wallow in the 
past.”


